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Architectural design:

Project:

Location:

Year:

Architect Gabriele Gotti

Private residence

Costa Volpino (BG), Italia

2012

The architect Gabriele Gotti developed the project for 
this private residence pursuing a refined architectural concept, 
carefully evaluating costs versus benefits whilst privileging 
the quality of the building façade and taking into account the 
seasonal solar exposure. 
The Resstende motorized roller blinds enhance the energy saving 
aspects of the project providing optimum solar protection: 
eight model Z 708 motorized vertical roller blinds with extruded 
aluminum headbox, side channels and bottom bar.
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System: ZIP

ZIP System: Research, quality and technology are 
manifested in the innovative ZIP guided system. The system may 
be mounted either vertically or horizontally and is characterized 
by a high wind resistance, it is therefore ideal for outdoor as well 
as indoors applications Furthermore the ZIP system is the perfect 
solution where total blackout is required.

Box: C105

The fabric used belongs to the Resstende collection 

(Sunscreen Satiné 5500 - 42% fiberglass 
58% PVC - code 30006) Colour Bronze, fire retardant Cl.1/IT, 
optimum resistance to light and atmospherical agents. 

Fabric: Sunscreen Satiné 5500
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Custom system: ZIP with patented closure system

Applicazione: Vertical

The ZIP consists of a patented closure system 
that completely eliminates lateral gaps and light infiltration, 
guaranteeing smooth running of the fabric inside the side channel 
even on large dimensions. 
The amount of light and heat entering the building 
is controlled by blind automation, motors with incorporated 

radio receiver operated by new generation remote 
controls and dedicated light and wind sensors.
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